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Lab ray background neopets

What is a secret lab? The Secret Lab is a place owned by Mad Lab Ray Scientist. He developed Lab Ray, which can change your pet in many ways, good or bad. If you take your pet there, that is the risk you are taking. Things can happen to your pet that you don't want to happen. Or a lot of good things will happen to your pet, anything is
possible. If you have access to the Secret Lab (read more about how to access the secret lab below), you can visit the Secret Lab here: Lab Ray can be used on one pet of your choice, once a day. What's the secret lab doing? Different things can happen to your pet, luckily you get to decide which pet you want to send there before
something happens. The following things can happen if you use Lab Ray on your pet: - Your pet color may change (to Purple, Green, Fairy, Maraquan etc.) - Your pet sex may change (to male or female) - Your pet's species may change (to Kiko, Kougra, Ruki, Zafara, etc.) - Your pet can gain or lose levels (2 levels at once) - Your pet can
gain or lose the power of points (2 or 3 points at a time) - your pet can earn or lose defensive points (2 or 3 points at a time) - Your pet can get or lose movement points (2 or 3 points at a time) - Your pet can earn HIT points (2, 3, 4 or 5 points at a time) - Your pet level can return to level 1 (if your pet is level 20 (not sure whether it is the
exact level that stops , please let us know if you have more information about this) or below) - Nothing happens as you can see good or bad things can happen. Your pet could turn into a beautiful color, or it could get a lot of statistics. But it could also turn into an ugly monster or lose stats. It's all random. What a lab beam can't change
your pet is Ice Bori. Ice Bori is a special neopets promo only pet (or using your annual Premium Perk). Other than that Lab Ray can make any color except Magma, Usuki, Quiguki, Royal, Pirate, Plushie and Baby. This was confirmed in Neopets Magazine #4. Special lab only color changes: There are also different colors your pet can only
change into through Lab Ray. There are no brushes or other ways to get these colors (except fountain faerie quests, those marked in yellow). Below you will see a chart with all colors only for labray (white bg: laboratory only, yellow bg: lab and ffq) and an example of one of the pets in this color. To see all pets in this color, visit
SunnyNeo's Rainbow Pool. Alien Burlap Chocolate Clay Coconut Pudding Garlic Ice Jelly Mallow Mosaic Msp Robot Snot Sponge How do you access a secret lab? The secret lab is not available for everyone to use. Before you get there, you need to fill out a map of the secret lab. Secret lab map is made of 9 different 'Secret' Secret Bits
of the map. You can see them below. For example, you can buy pieces of the map separately from the store guide. Or you can buy a complete laboratory map at the trading post. This may seem easier, but it's not always cheaper than buying pieces separately, so you'll have to pay close attention to not paying too much. Unfortunately it's
pretty hard to buy pieces separately because neopets don't number pieces, so it may take some work to find the piece you're looking for. Before you buy, be sure to check out our Lab Map Prices page, which tracks the current prices of each part of the lab map. Once you have all the secret lab map pieces in your inventory. You can gain
access by trading in map pieces for permanent access to a secret lab. If you decide to do this, your secret lab maps will disappear forever, and you won't be able to recover it. If you've decided you want to trade your pieces for permanent access to the lab, go here: a quick URL of the place. If you want to go there manually. You can also
find this place in the games room, puzzle games, treasure maps, laboratories. Is it worth getting access to a secret lab? To answer this question, the first thing you need to think about is; What do I want a lab beam for? Do I want it for better stats, or do I want my pet to be painted in a special color? The second thing you need to think for
yourself is whether you will like all these changes happening with your pet. Would I like my cute Princess Acara to turn into a Grarrl man? Can I live with that? If you don't really care about all these changes going on to your pet, and you just want your pet to become really strong. Go ahead! Because for a long time, your pet will be
stronger, and it certainly beats the purchase of Codestones. If you want your pet to be painted in a certain color and you would hate it if your pet kept changing, chances are you'll stop using Lab Ray after spending a lot of money to complete a secret lab map. In this case, it might be better to save on brush space. Charity, Another Purpose
Lab Ray: Not everyone who has a lab ray uses for themselves. There is also a large group of people who use it to help pound pets. The pound is full of poor pets - created by cruel people - with terrible names. No one would ever adopt these pets, they are required to spend the rest of their lives in a shelter. That is, until people who use
their lab for charity come around. They adopt one of those pets with an ugly name from the pound, and keep zapping it until the pet turns into a beautiful color. In this way, people want to adopt a pet, and in no time will they find a new home. On the other hand, poor people who can not afford to allow painted animal, have a chance to get
one of the pounds. In short, the lab can be used for beautiful charitable purposes too. Avatar: You can also get an avatar from secret lab (it may take a while to get it though). Battledome Challenger: The opportunity to visit a secret lab also gives you the opportunity to get a Battledome Challenger for a single player battle. Fighting Lab Ray
Scientist can cause your pet to change gender depending. It depends on what moves, there is a step that will say: Lab Ray Scientist has just changed you from male to female!!! (or vice versa) So if you're really unhappy about the sex change you got from the lab, you can always try and get him to change it back by struggling with it.
Neopedia: For more information about the secret lab, you can check out Neopedia. Neopedia has a great article on Secret Lab: Neopedia: Secret Laboratory Ray Using Jellyneo Lab Ray Logger to automatically keep records of all your daily Neopets Lab Ray zaps! Record your daily Lab Ray zaps, and get them sent to your account at
Jellyneo. You can see the entire history of each zap you've recorded, including summary statistics for each pet you've sent to Lab Ray. To register an account and start logging, visit: version 1.1.3 contains some minor changes to improve data security. To use version 1.1.0+ of this extension, you must use Chrome 73+. Copyright 2000-
2019 NeoPets, Inc. All rights reserved. It's used with permission. Privacy Policy: © 1999-2021 Neopets, Inc. All rights reserved. It is used with permissions. All content that does not contain Neopets images © jellyneo 2004-2021. You may not use our content on another website or your petpage. | Privacy Policy Is this item falsely inflated
and used maliciously on Trading Post? Let us know by clicking the button below so we can explore. Note: We usually add false inflation alerts for all items that have jumped 300% or more compared to our current stated price. We usually only do this for items that cost &gt; 100,000 IBOs, or items that can be purchased that remain
unbuyable. For example, an item that goes from 500 IBOs to 2,000 IBOs does not receive an alert. But an item that has a consistent history is around 75,000 IBOs, which sees a sudden jump to say 250,000 NP, could be worthy of a warning. These guidelines do not apply to items inflated naturally as a result of a time transition (for
example, a settled item price increase over time), or an event occurs (for example, Charity Corner pushes up the price of wearables). The spirit of our inflation warning guidelines is to prevent buyers from being ripped off by prices they shouldn't be paying. So if you think you are qualifies, don't know how to investigate. Comments Share 8-
Bit is the color that a pet or or can be changed. They're a tribute to the goblins of 8-bit video games. They are very simplistic-looking, consisting of large pixel blocks. To get an 8-bit style neo-back, you'll need access to Secret Lab Ray or an 8-bit Powerup Potion. Color is not available from Fountain Faerie Quest. Petpets in 8-bit style are
only available with Lab Ray petpet and 8-bit power-up potion. Customization Some 8-bit pets are part of the color with removable clothing. However, regular clothing can not be used on an 8-bit pet, except for background items, foreground items and trinkets. In particular, 8-bit staff can not be worn due to the fact that it is a held item. 8-Bit
Neopets Here are all the neopets that can be painted 8-bit. 8-Bit Petpets Here are all the petpets that can be painted 8-bit. External links 8-Bit Pets to Rainbow Pool Community Content is available in cc-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Orange Cybunny, named Noda, spent years perfecting his grandmother's recipe for happiness cookies.
Now, this native of Shenkuu is finally ready to share the creation of his beloved grandmother with the rest of Neopia. In year 14, just in time for the Cybunny Carnival, Noda opened its Fortune Cookie store. NC Mall Fortune Cookies are a special type of neocash item. There are two categories of NC Mall Fortune Cookies. Some Fortune
Cookies contain one of a number of exclusive neocash wearables, while other Fortune Cookies provide the user with special advantages of the Neopets site. No bonus prizes are available for any type of fortune cookie. Item cookies | Other appropriations | Site Perks Purchase NC Mall Fortune Cookies Fortune Cookies are baked only in
small batches. In order to buy one, you will need to keep checking the Noda store in nc mall. If cookies are in stock, click on the cookie you want to buy and enter the password to automatically purchase the cookie. Before buying a Fortune Cookie, make sure you read the FAQ! Item Fortune Cookies NC Mall Item Fortune Cookies each
contain one exclusive NC wearable. Exclusive items are specific to the taste of Fortune Cookie and are not available anywhere else on the web. As with real lucky cookies, the buyer has no way to choose happiness inside, so the item received from fortune cookies is randomly selected from the list of exclusive items. Item Fortune Cookies
are especially special because they allow users to keep an exclusive item to themselves and donate a copy of this item to one or more Neofriends without having to use a gift box. Fortune Cookies cannot be donated to other users using the NC Mall gift box. Once you have purchased the NC Mall Fortune Cookie, go to your inventory and
click on the cookie you want to open. Once opened, you'll see which of the exclusive items are included in the cookie. One items will be into your inventory and you will be able to send a copy of the item to one or more (if you're lucky!) of your Neo-Friends. You can choose VIP Neofriends from the drop-down list or enter the username of
the person you want to send the item to. You can even choose to send it to your main account or to one of your secondary accounts. When you click the Send button, you will be prompted to enter your password - and your PIN if you use it - for your safety. Once the gift is sent, it is automatically added to the recipient's inventory without
having to accept the gift. Gifts from Fortune Cookies cannot be declined, so make sure you only send them to friends who want items. Available Fortune Cookies and Discarded Fortune Cookies Other Cookies In addition to cookies that grant items simply by opening them, there are two other cookies that can grant items, or even NC!
However, they are a bit more complicated and work differently from other cookies so they have their own guides. Click on the cookies below and visit their guide! NC Archives Fortune Cookie NC Upcycle Fortune Cookie Pages Perk Fortune Cookies Some types of NC Mall Fortune Cookies do not contain any NC Mall wearables at all.
Instead, these Fortune cookies provide the user with additional use of a particular part of the Neopets website for daily use for a specified period of time, usually seven days. These types of Fortune cookies can only be used on major accounts. They can also be gifted to other users using NC Mall gift boxes. Lab Ray Cookies Lab Ray
Cookies grant the user one or more additional uses of Secret Lab Ray, every day, for seven days. The number of additional uses granted is random. To get the benefit of this fortune cookie, you must have access to a secret lab beam on your account. This fortune cookie cannot be used on secondary accounts. You can only activate one
Lab Ray cookie on your account. Once its benefit expires, you can purchase and activate an additional Lab Ray Cookie without the option. Game Games Game cookies give users the ability to receive 2x neopoints for 24 hours on each game score you submit. You can also get 3x neopoints if you are lucky. Once you open the cookie, the
24-hour countdown begins. At the top of the game room you will have a counter that will tell you how much time is left for your cookie. You can also open multiple cookies and add more time to your clock. Use your cookie wisely! This cookie should only be used on your main account. You can use your cookie to score a galore event going
as well. Happy Gaming! Faerie Quest Cookies Faerie Quest Cookies provide users with the option to accept one guaranteed Faerie Quest per day for 7 days. The faerie that actually awards quest will be random and it is possible to get one of faerie fountain, Space and Battle Faerie. To get your daily task, task, Complete or leave the
previous days quest. There is a countdown displayed at the top of the Faerie Quests page showing how long you have to receive your Faerie Quest. Once the clock disappears, it means your time is lost. You can't open multiple cookies at once, and you can only use them on your main account. NC Crafting Faerie is excluded from
guaranteed quests awarded by cookies. Wild Card Fortune Cookies Wild Card Fortune Cookies give users the ability to receive 2x neopoints for 24 hours on seven selected card games. You can also get 3x neopoints if you are lucky. Once you open the cookie, the 24-hour countdown begins. At the bottom of the game pages, you'll see a
counter for eligible card games to see how much time is left for your cookie. You can also open multiple cookies and add more time to your clock. If the point multipliers on other cookies are not the same, the new time will not be added to the counter until the first cookie ends. Watch out! Not all card games are available to all players!
Games affected by Wild Card Fortune Cookie are: Sakhmet Solitaire, Pyramids, Scarab 21, JubJub Blackjack, Cheat!, Godori and Round Table Poker. Use your cookie wisely! This cookie should only be used on your main account. Fortune Cookie Training Training Fortune Cookies are used to reduce training time in all three school
schools around Neopia, and take 5 days after opening. The active training cookie shortens the course length from 30% to 75%. Your training course will have to be paid for before you can see how much time has been reduced for your course. This cookie gives all your pets the same amount of time to reduce benefits. You can still only be
enrolled in one school at a time. A countdown timer appears at the top of the school pages to show you how much time you have left before the current cookie expires. These cookies can only be used on your main account and only one can be opened at a time. Time.
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